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Alameda County Mental Health Board 
ADULT COMMITTEE MINUTES  

September 17, 2012 ♦ 12:00pm-2:00pm 
Alvarado Niles Room  

 
Meeting called to order @ 12:05pm by Alane Friedrich 
 
HOUSEKEEPING 
 
Roll Call/Introduction of Guests 
 
MHB Members:   Alane Friedrich, Luvenia Jones, Dr. Jeffrey Davidson, and Joe Rose  
   
Committee Members:    Beverly Bergman (MHAAC), Pansy Taft-Butkowski (Sausal Creek), Annie Kim (FERC), Hazel King (MHAAC), 

Cedric Hurskin (Pathways to Wellness), Austra Gauger (MHAAC), Marsha McInnis (Pathways to Wellness), 
Guy Qvistgaard (John George) 

 
BHCS Staff:   Henning Schulz and Peter Dating 
 
Presenter:  Dr. Peter Alevizos (BHCS Director of Adult System of Care)                                   
 
Public:   None 
 
Excused:  Pat Buchanan (MHB), Laura Mason (MHB)  
 

ITEM DISCUSSION PLAN/ACTION 
Approval of Adult 
Committee August 
2012 meeting  
 

Mr. Rose made the motion to approve Adult Committee August minutes.    
 
Mr. Rose also made a comment if Patty Espeseth was at the August meeting.  It will be verified on 
the sign-in sheet for August. 
   
Mr. Rose made a correction on page 6 of committee comments; it should be Burlingame, not 
Brisbane. 
 
Ms. King made a correction that Patty invited the advocates to be involved in the community 
meetings with the patients and introduce themselves to the patients. 

M/S/C  
Mr. Rose/ 
Ms. Bergman/ 
Motion passed as 
corrected  

Chair Report 
 

Ms. Friedrich asked the board if they would like the packages from the web seminar and she will 
send them out.  

 

Presentation 
by Dr. Peter 
Alevizos 
 
 
 

▪Dr. Alevizos talks about a memo that he had written and he talks about the change he would like 
to see with level 1 community-based services.  He discusses the different levels of services: 
 
Level 1 – Initially it was to serve individuals with serious and persistent mental illness and 
individuals who were in acute crisis or needed a hospital.  Over time things changed but still 
remains to those with serious and persistent mental illness who really require high level of care. 
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Level 2 – Really kind of a figment of imagination for many years.  There was not any money or 
funding for these services.  The people at this level for the most part are indigent; they are not 
seriously and persistently mentally ill to the level of requiring a case manager.  The people in this 
level occasionally bump into acute services so they get some service, but largely the individuals 
are more characterized by often having very chaotic lives; not highly serious mental illness, but 
something that doesn’t allow them to be stable in their lives. 
 
Now with HealthPAC, they are able create a funding stream to deliver and integrate health 
services for the indigent population, especially between the 133-200% of poverty.  They will see 
them on average of 9 months, as much as 18 months.  They will be provided with case manager 
services, benefit counseling, intensive therapy and medication.   
 
Level 3 – The private/Medi-Cal provider who provided medication or therapy for people eligible for 
Medi-Cal.  Now with HealthPAC, people with a different income structure can come in for a period 
of time, for 12 visits and some medication visits.  They will work with people and their physicians 
to get their medications right and consult with the physician so that they are comfortable with that 
change in medication. 
 
Level 4 – These are step down services; things that they do a bit more formally in the community.  
An example of that would be the wellness centers. 
 
Level 5 – These can be consumer run services, consultation, educational, and informational 
services.  An example would be FERC (Family Education Resource Center). 
 
Dr. Alevizos passed out the memorandum which talks about envisioning change as fundamental 
to the design and delivery of ACBHCS Level 1 services.  They want a system that focuses on and 
supports recovery and must have change, structured into its design and operation.  This is a list of 
how it can be done: 
 

1. Wellness Centers – established as a transitional exit resource for members of Level 1 
Services who no longer needed active case management to sustain their recovery.   
 

2. Transition for Full Service Partnerships – how to support movement from and between 
Level 1 Services.  A significant barrier to graduation from FSP’s has been the loss of 
service-connected housing vouchers.  There are two new initiatives designed to support 
movement and graduation from three FSP’s. 
A. FACT FSP Housing Fund Pilot – BHCS Housing Services Office negotiated with the 

Housing Authority of the County of Alameda (HACA) for making Section 8 vouchers 
available to a subset of FACT program graduates every three years.  There are other 
alternative subsidies that partners will be able to participate in which is a lottery for at 
least 15 BHCS Section 8 vouchers every three years. 

B. CHOICES Housing Subsidies – at least 30 additional slots in the CHOICES housing 
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program could be made available immediately to existing FSP program clients from 
HOST and Greater HOPE to support community transitions and program graduations 
to lower levels of care. 

C. Service Teams Access to FSP’s – the movement from FSP’s to lower levels of care, 
including Service Teams, will annually create openings for individuals from Service 
Teams who may benefit from more intensive care management  
 

3. Service Team Consolidation and Movement 
A. Consolidation – reduction of Oakland CSC Team 2 by two FTE. 
B. Existing Clients at the Oakland CSC – will be evaluated for medical necessity.  

Individuals will either transfer to other teams or to lower levels of care. 
C. A New Policy on Movement and Graduation - All service teams will identify and 

graduate at least 5% of active service team clients to lower levels of care. 
D. The Role of Wellness Centers – BACS has suggested a process for assisting clients to 

make the transition to wellness centers.  They will meet with each client and case 
manager, as a team, to create a WRAP transition plan.  They will identify the clients’ 
preferences, needs, and goals. 

 
Dr. Alevizos comments that his memo is about re-envisioning.  If you don’t want to be a believer, 
than be agnostic and lets’ find out together. 
 
Q & A: 
 
Q: Ms. Taft-Butkowski asks that you were saying that people are afraid; were you referring to 
clients, staff or both. 
A: Dr. Alevizos responded clients, family members and staff. 
 
Q: Ms. Gauger asked to be more specific on what you mean by community; meaning to where, to 
move, and to give an example. 
A:  Dr. Alevizos responds that they brought in people from Yale University who looked at their 
recovery program.  He commented to them about how his dream would be to have a way to 
school people in their own communities that they would learn what the resources are there for 
them.  We research our communities and find out what resources are there.  Church groups, free 
classes, volunteer opportunities, other kinds of social activities and we look with regard to only 
what your own interests are, but we pull the information over time as a group and then we do that 
in groups and we do it in waves of groups so we sort of keep track of things but it’s only led by 
your own personal interests and the group helps you search the community and you help the rest 
of the group research the communities.  We require our wellness centers to become experts at the 
ABCi, at this particular method.  There are groups that go on at the wellness centers that mutually 
support one another in finding something real about the interests you have and in so doing it 
encourages you to have interests.  If there is no encouragement there, then you sit.  If there is 
some encouragement and you can help somebody else connect. 
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Q: Ms. Gauger asked what made you think that the programs that were run previously by BACS 
and the other day programs were not doing a lot of this work. 
A: Dr. Alevizos responded that well they did it in a different sort of way.  Some of the work that 
they did was sort of within their organizations, so it was working in our office, working in our 
kitchen, working in our garage, doing garage sales.  
 
Q:  Ms. Gauger asked like the townhouse model, where they learned a lot of skills.  They had an 
ongoing catering service.  They could learn to cook.  They had a gardening service.  They actually 
went out to gardening and computers. 
A: Dr. Alevizos responded that one of the things we learned from the Dartmouth model was that 
those don’t translate.  They don’t lead to more similar and more independent kinds of outcomes.  
What happens is that a vast majority of people don’t have interest.  That’s BACS job is to build a 
catering service.  That isn’t necessarily your interest and if you are not motivated because of your 
own interest, you don’t get as far. 
 
Q: Ms. Gauger asked do you feel its working.  I just wanted to see if you felt that there were some 
things that didn’t worked out the way that you had envisioned it. 
A: Dr. Alevizos responded yes, I do.  Only in the rate at which people are willing to try it.  There is 
just amazing inertia to really test out your expectations around recovery that our own case 
managers are guilty.  The vast majority of our system isn’t changing.  If were talking 5%, c’mon; 
this is not a wholesale, throwing everything up in the air.  I mean were testing it out.  This is 
careful, this is small.  Let’s do it with our eyes open.   
 
Q:  Ms. Jones asked when we talked about housing, what kind of voucher would they be getting. 
A: Dr. Alevizos responded section 8 vouchers and cash. 
 
Q:  Ms. Jones asked what about the clients that have been in long term facilities and they do come 
out and they do go into board and care and most of them keep recycling into the long term 
facilities and it’s many a reasons.   
A: Dr. Alevizos responded that they are the ones that I am thinking could maybe be better served 
in a FSP and we had had that movement up.  This allows us to selectively try a higher level of 
care now.   
 
Q: Ms. Bergman asked if the wellness centers are underutilized, is there a way to open them up to 
people that are higher functioning, possibly use those services. 
A: Dr. Alevizos responded that there might be but he doesn’t want to give up; he wants make sure 
that there is room for people that might be ready.  They are underutilized right now, but he doesn’t 
want to fill them up and then there is no room for people that we welcome service to, so you know 
we have to watch it.  .  I think our job is to get our own system ready and moving and to have 
those resources that for years, they complained about not having. 
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Q: Mr. Rose asked you just said 5%.  Now I am assuming that’s the goal that you are looking at.  
You are not saying absolutely 5% are going to step out.  That’s what we’ve heard before in terms 
of moving out of the system, that we are going, 18 months and you’re out kind of thing. 
 
A: Dr. Alevizos responded that we have to set goals.  This is territory that we want to be in.  This is 
realistic.  Can we try for it?  What is realistic here for people who really should have a shot at this. 
 
Mr. Qvistgaard comments that he appreciates change.  He knows change is scary.  He wants to 
kind of echo what Dr. Alevizos said is that over at John George, they started asking their clinicians 
and treatment teams, why don’t we ask our patients when they are in the hospital what works for 
them, what doesn’t work for them, what their dreams and goals are and he actually heard from the 
majority of my clinicians at the time, “we know what’s best for them.”  That’s the culture, decades 
and decades, hundreds of years of culture around, we are the experts when there are a whole lot 
of strengths that consumers and patients bring to the table and a lot of information about what 
works for them that we need to consider.   
 
Mr. Qvistgaard continues by reminding folks that he came from two counties.  He worked in Napa 
and Solano before coming here and prior to that, he worked in counties in Southern California and 
often times in this they see what the takeaways are.  The services aren’t as broad as we like them.  
This is the richest county in CA that he has ever experienced when it comes to services for clients 
and consumers.  He’s been here for almost 3 years now and he still considers himself lucky to be 
able to have conservation with the county about these kinds of programs. New innovations coming 
about, so while it feels like we’re shrinking again from and outsider’s perspective, he is really 
impressed the constant looking at what’s the right thing to do for our consumers  They’ve done 
chart review.  They find when they ask their patients, when they involve their patients in their care, 
the more they do that, they have a lower length of stay, they have higher patient satisfaction.  
Their re-hospitalization rate reduces and they have greater med compliance, so they are putting 
the consumer at the center of our questions at least at John George. 
 
Q: Ms. Kim asked that you mentioned that you had created a form for yourself and Maryann.  
When people come in for the first or second time, what is that you are actually looking for in order 
to now get them connected?  This is the first time that I am hearing of that, that there is a pre-
screen vs. instead of being a fail first system, vs. instead of being a fail first system that you were 
doing this initial screening, so I am pretty interested to hear about how this is being conducted. 
A: Dr. Alevizos responds that he looks to see if they’ve ever been hospitalized before and that’s 
one flag.  If they have, then we’re already down the road.  Then he looks to see how long they 
were hospitalized so in that datasheet tells him the number of days that they have been 
hospitalized.  Sometimes people come and they are there a day or two and then they are gone.  
He can almost tell you that those are different people in some ways, but the people that come and 
stay 7 or 8 days or 10 days, first time out, tells me something, at least it raises the flag, so he 
looks at that as the second.  Then he looks to see if they’ve ever been seen anywhere else in our 
system; where else they might be getting services.  Then he starts to ask the clinical questions 
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about the individual; how long have they been here because there could have been a lot of other 
places that would never show up radar screen. 
 
Q:  Ms. Taft Butkowski asked about Maryann’s project and if she is doing random sampling of all 
the patients or does she review everyone that is there? 
A: Dr. Alevizos responded that the printout that he designed has every patient that’s in house so it 
has all that information, their history, number of prior hospitalizations and days, their diagnosis, all 
that. 
 
Ms. Auger commented that mental illness has been around for a long time.  There is still not a 
cure, so we must always keep that in mind, that there are those who are persistently, mentally ill, 
even with the best of medication and everything, and we have to remember that they also deserve 
quality in some form and there was a loss when the programs were changed for some of those 
disappeared or whatever and their situation was dismal.  We have to just realize that and there 
have been moments before and there will be moments till really there are cures.  We still will have 
the mentally ill and we will have more coming in and we have to just remember that the most 
vulnerable ones are the sickest and they are the ones in need of protection and they just are not 
enough of that and the prisons are full of people who don’t belong there and that’s because we’ve 
closed our eyes to some of those people. 
 
Dr. Alevizos comments that it is important to also say that we would have lost those centers totally 
if we didn’t change them.  They were on the cutting block. 
 
Mr. Hurskin comments that he is agnostic because in a sense, he is open-minded because he 
knows that if they’re client centered, then things can change.  Every meeting he goes to, they talk 
about the budget; there’s a cap to everything.  That’s a reality of it all is that there’s a financial cap 
and we have to be creative in delivering our services now.  We need to create an environment 
where people can speak with each other and network.  He knows that things can get better and 
there are people that are not protected, that need protection.  He totally hears, feels and 
understands where people are coming from.  We have to take care of those individuals and then 
the other individuals that your clients serve centered, with our services, they’ll create the change.  
He is open to what we have to offer.  He thinks that this is an excellent report and he thinks we 
definitely have to be patient.  It’s a lot of work, a hard work ahead of us, but it’s a fun journey if we 
are client centered and you let people sort of drive it and we facilitate it. 
 
Ms. Kim comments that she would like to share that, she thinks that the ABCi is very important 
because oftentimes our love ones, they don’t want to constantly talk about their challenges.  She 
likes this bowling league or the roller derby.  It’s a getaway.  It’s a really great way to say you know 
this is me coming back into a safe community, finding other people to share this with and building 
upon that as well. 
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JGPP Report  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. Qvistgaard provided the following info:   
▪   August 2012 Report: 
 

 Mr. Qvistgaard reports had different colors on it which he explained: 
1) Green = where they think, or according to outside indicators, is where they are doing well, 

meaning they are meeting or exceeding community standards. 
2) Yellow = just outside the community standards. 
3) Red = Not living up to where they would like to be, not meeting the community standards. 

   

▫ PES Avg. Daily Visits- 40.7 ▫ Seclusion & Restraint- 3.8 
▫ Inpatient Ave. Daily Census-67.8 ▫ Assaults all types incldg. minor-7 
▫ Avg. Length of Stay-7.2 ▫ Patient Satisfaction Score-83.7 

 

Sausal Creek (SC) 
Report  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ms. Taft-Butkowski presented SC August 2012 Report that includes stats e.g. 
▫ Admission- 362   
▫ Ave. number of clients/Day-15.0 
▫ Walk-ins- 196 
▫ Mental Health Referrals- 137  
▫ Discharges-362                  
▫ AOD Providers Referrals-29 
▫ Clients Leaving Without Being Seen-48 
▫ Insurance Status: HPAC-171; Uninsured- 39     
▫ Ave. Length of Waits (min)-120 
▫ Ave. Length of Visits (hours)-  1.8    
▫ HPAC Enrollees- 39     

-Ineligible due to >200% Poverty level-0 

▫ Open to Other Services e.g.:                       
◦ ACCESS-2 

▫ Housing Referrals  e.g.: -JGPP 5150’s-2 ; 
-Self/Family/Friends-312                              

▫ Referrals for Aftercare: AOD Services-33 
-ACCESS-32; Berkeley MH-0 
-Not in Need of New Referral to   
 ACBHCS-80 

▫ # Clients New to Sausal Creek- 60 
▫ # Clients New to County System-47 
▫ # Clients Returning to Sausal Creek - 165 

 
Ms. Taft-Butkowski stated the biggest news that she took away from the stats are that for the very 
first time since they have been enrolling people through HPAC, they saw 171 clients that had 
HPAC and they enrolled 39 individuals.  Those 39 people where the only individuals that showed 
up without some type of insurance and that is a first for them.  
 
Ms. Taft Butkowski also stated that Sausal Creek celebrated their 10th anniversary this year and 
that 10 years ago, one of their goals was to partner with Highland Hospital.  In the past 6 weeks, 
she has done a lot of reaching out to Highland to get them proper information because people 
were showing up with paperwork stating that they were open 24 hours or that they were also open 
on Sundays.  Sausal Creek has been closed on Sundays and have not been open for 24 hours in 
the past 2 years now. 
 
Q:  Ms. Friedrich asked how people are getting from Highland to Sausal Creek. 
A:  Ms. Taft Butkowski stated that Highland will call and let them know if someone needs 
transportation and they will send a taxi for them, but most of the time people just show up. 
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Patient’s Rights 
Advocates (PRA) 
Report 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ms. King provided the following info: 
▪   PRA August 2012 report that includes data e.g.  

1) Total Calls Received: 785 
▫ Complaints of Codes/ Regulations 

Violations-5 
▫ Requests for Info/Assistance-780 
▫ Voicemail Message Received-436 
2) Investigations Conducted-5 
3) Facility Monitoring Visits-12                
4) Training/Educational &/or 
Consultation Sessions-8 

    ▫ Face to face consultation-201 
5) Source of Patient Calls e.g. JGPP-184; 
Fremont-141; Herrick-61; Gladman-13 
6) Type of Calls e.g. Abuse-3; Patients’ 
Rights-158; Quality of Care-92; Legal-235       
7) Patient Rep: 5250 Certifications (14 day 
holds) Number of patients certified-405 
Capacity Hearings: Number of Patients filed    
for Capacity Hearings-89 

 

 

Family Caregiver 
Advocacy and 
Support Program 
(FCASP) 
 
 
  

Ms. Bergman provided the following info: 
    Family Caregiver Advocacy & Support (FCAS) August 2012 Report: 
▫ Family Support Group-61 
▫ African-American Support Group-19 
▫ Phone Calls Received-94 
▫ Emails-63 
▫ New Family/Visitors-80 
▫ Repeat Family/Visitors-36 

▫ Repeat Callers-39 
▫ Repeat Hospital Visits-36 
▫ Staff hours including Health Fairs-177 
▫ Phone calls rcvd. by Geographic Areas:  

Alameda County-69; Contra Costa-4; 
Other Counties-21 

 
Ms. Bergman’s distributed a flyer about the family support group which are changing their hours 
530-630 to 6-7 because of people having a hard time getting there from work.7:30pm. 

 

Family Education 
Resource Center 
(FERC) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Annie Kim (FERC Director) presented FERC’s August 2012 report as follows: 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
         

 
 
 

Ms. Kim talked about how their family advocates including herself still regularly co-facilitate NAMI 
support group meetings as well as teaching family to family, doing community outreach events, 
etc.  They also have various trainings that are coming down the pipeline such as 5150 training for 
consumer and family members as well as a co-training that they are doing with PEERS, which is 
the public education campaign for future MH providers. 
 
 

1) Warm Line: New Client/Returns Calls – 74 
2) Walk-Ins: Total New Clients – 30 
3) Walk-Ins: Return Client Visits – 22                  
4) Appointments: Return Clients in person visits - 22 
 

8) Total New and returning clients 
unduplicated – 199 
9) Meetings with CBO leadership – 12 
10) Presentations to CBO’s, staff and  
      community –  5                                        

5) Appointments: Return Clients – phone appts/client  
    contact – 182 
6) Returning clients unduplicated – 94  
7) New Clients unduplicated – 104 
 

11) Materials delivered – 102 
12) Information table at events & fairs – 4 
13) Orgs./Groups/Events visited – 22 
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Ms. Kim stated that they are done conducting the interviews for presenters for both consumer and 
family members whom they did in conjunction together.  They are now in the planning phase of 
the orientation and actually have identified several places such as the Cal State East Bay and the 
Wright institute in Berkeley, where they will target the future mental health providers presenting 
the fact and debunking the myth that people with mental health challenges are dangerous and 
violent and also to reduce stigma. 
 
Ms. Kim talked about how they are still very much involved with CIT and that she returned back 
from the CIT international conference that was held in Las Vegas.   
 
Q and A: 
 
Q:  Ms. Friedrich asked if you see anything that CIT was offering in other places that we could 
offer here in Alameda County. 
A:  Ms. Kim responded that in Canada, they do a ride along with a clinician and police officer.  In 
Canada health care is free, so it doesn’t pose any barriers in receiving that access. Ms. Kim talks 
about how LA county has now implemented that and she knows that Officer Doria Neff as well as 
mobile crisis team leader Stephanie Lewis have gone down to LA and have observed their training 
and she believes that it’s in the talks of perhaps bringing up to Alameda County. 
 
Mr. Qvistgaard comments that it is a model program in San Diego, probably one of the first ones 
called the PERT team (Psychiatric Emergency Response Team).  They have been doing this for 
over 10 years and with great results.   

Committee 
Comments 

None 
 
 

 

Public Comments 
 

None 
 

 

 
Meeting Adjourned @ 1:54PM  
Minutes submitted by Peter Dating 


